
Christmas Bird Count – Wabasha Circle – 2021-2022
Updates/Information

1. The official website for more information -
https://www.audubon.org/conservation/science/christmas-bird-count

2. Audubon website to view bird count trends -
https://www.audubon.org/conservation/where-have-all-birds-gone

3. Birds needing documentation:
a. A few years ago we refined the system so that the birds that need documentation

were based on the records of birds reported over the previous 20 years on that
count and winter records for birds in the county where they were observed.
Standards are somewhat stricter for birds that represent ID challenges.  To find the
list for your count, go to the MN CBC Location page
(https://moumn.org/CBC/locations_map.php) and choose the circle page for your
count. Under documents choose "Species List". The top list shows birds that have
been seen more than 4 times in the last 20 years. These birds do not need
documentation. The bottom list includes birds that are not regularly seen on the
count. Those birds listed in red need to be documented. Birds in blue may need
documentation, although most will not. Birds on that list that have an asterix have
ID issues and will need to be documented. 

b. This system works well for most circles, but does have some issues. Some of the
newer counts do not have 5 years of CBC records and often have a lack of winter
bird reports, resulting in the need to document some relatively common birds. 
Some counts that are in multiple counties, may have some reports that may or
may not need documentation depending on which county the report is for. In
St.Louis County, some birds that may be abundant in the Duluth area, are rare
away from the lake and county records may not be an adequate test of whether
they are abundant enough. So, a waterfowl sighting in Virginia may need to be
documented, whereas it would not in Duluth. 

c. If a bird that needs to be documented on count day and is only reported for the
week, does it need to be documented. In short, yes.

d. Documentation. It is recommended that we do not have anyone submitting Rare
Bird Report forms this year. A good picture is by itself usually all that we require.
The photo does not have to be on count day. More description, if the photo is not
clear. Without a photo, I am looking for a description that is adequate for an ID. I
am also looking for the confidence of the observer in the ID. I don't care if the
report is submitted by David Sibley or Roger Tory Peterson. If it requires
documentation, it will not be accepted without an adequate description. I don't care
about the location, although habitat helps. Behavior and vocalizations can help. 

4. How to make sure you are in the right place throughout the day:
a. ArcGIS: This tool loads on your phone and shows where in your count circle you

are. This is especially valuable for new counts and counters. The system uses the
NAS circle, which is a limitation, as I don't if corrections to the circles have been
made.

b. Instructions: Follow these directions for android (similar for iphone) and go to your
App Store or Google Play to download ArcGIS Explorer. Once downloaded select
open the app "without signing in". You can then search for 121 Christmas Bird
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Count and it should bring you right to the map of all CBC circles. Choose the
search function (looks like a magnifying glass) at the top of the app and you can
search for your circle. Your location will appear as a blue dot. Tap on the map
twice to zoom in as much as needed.  The blue dot will move as you move.

5. Interesting reports that have already come in on other counts:
a. TBD…


